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Non linear Distance-to-Target Approach

in prospective LCA Interpretation

Prospective LCA (pLCA) needs an adapted approach in all dimensions, LCA has. Future process data have to be assumed, future impact potentials

might be different, than today. Quite some literature on prospective LCA has been published. On interpretation there were only a few publications.

The interpretation of for future scenarios adapted model results requires also some adjustments, especially in cases, where a distance-to-target

approach is chosen and that target is approached relevantly. While today i.e. Global Warming Potential is the most important issue, this might

change while we are approaching the given target. Far away from the target the interpretation shall not be influenced, while closing the gap shall

lower the importance of that indicator. In a linear approach, the release of „pressure“ on an issue might come up too soon, a non-linear approach

keeps the importance high until well underway to the target. However, it seems not useful to set a LCIA category completely to zero in interpretation,

even if a certain target is met. An ongoing effort i.e. for GHG neutrality needs also further consideration in interpretation, however with relatively less

importance than other impacts. On climate neutrality all other environmental impacts get much higher attention, witch has to be reflected in

interpretation.

IntroductionIntroduction

pLCA scenarios are modeling something between today and some time in the future. For the given target a certain target date (year) should be

available in order to calculate a distinct number of years between the scenario year and the year the target (is planned) to be met. Any distance of

more than ten years-to-target shall not have influence on the results.

First, we need D: a square of the distance to target

ys: year of scenario

yt: target year

The relative importance Ir ranges basically between 0 an 1, while in the chosen approach the limit value for a year much later than the target will be

0,368.

The 99,8% is a set starting value of the relative importance ten years 10 years before the target year. The relative importance shall than be

multiplied with the indicator results used in the interpretation. In the text of the interpretation this variation must be regarded.
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ConclusionsConclusions

Within a ten year range before an environmental impact target is met, the suggested

approach adjusts the importance of an impact category in interpretation. The approach

safeguards, that the impact category will not be „forgotten“ thereafter. However in

interpretation approaches like JRC [1] suggested, (80% of the most relevant impact

categories) it will get more and more unlikely, that the adjusted impact category will remain in

interpretation.

[1] Zampori L., Saouter E., Castellani V., Schau E., Cristobal J., Sala S.; Guide for interpreting life cycle assessment result; EUR 28266 EN; doi:10.2788/171315

D= (10+ ys− yt)
2

I r= exp(0,998
D
)

The relative importance of an impact like global warming potential will be unchanged if the target year is more than 10 years in future form 

the year of the sceanrio. Within the range of ten years before until some years after the target year the non-linear approach lowers the 

relative importance of that impact. The limit value is reached already a few years after the target. 


